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Apparel for Victory



No, the postrun polo does not provide any
special wicking material, but what it does is
provide you an attractive option of clothing to
throw on after a summertime sweatfest.

Created as part of the Portland Track Festival
Innovation Project, postrun launches June
2018.

TAKE OFF
THAT
SWEATY
SINGLET

Sir Walter Running and
postrun Co-Founders Pat
Price and Sandy Roberts
created postrun to give a
better look to what happens
after the run is done.



The Portland Track Festival
and the Sir Walter Miler
have always been bicoastal friends. 
Here's a wave from 2863 miles away!



While the
postrun
polo is a
Men's cut, it
will fit
anyone.
And well.



PIMA
COTTON
It's soft and classy, but
durable enough to
handle a game of
Ultimate Frisbee, or a
seat at the picnic table.
And it's Airport friendly.

NORTH
CAROLINA
MADE
Dreamed up in Raleigh
and constructed in
Morganton, the postrun
polo merges the PNW
and NC in the best
ways possible.





Custom made for the Portland Track Festival, the postrun logo
sits on the left breast, while the classic Portland Track Festival
logo balances on the right. Turn the shirt over for an airport

Three buttons will allow you to change your look, but any
configuration is casual enough for a track meet, and formal
enough for a party. Plan accordingly.



Whether you're running a workout at the track, a long
run on the trail, or just finishing up an easy jog with
friends at your local brewery, the postrun polo will be
there to help you dress the part. Speed goggles not
included.



Sizes and quantities are extremely limited for
the Portland Track Festival edition of the
postrun polo, but more styles and items are
coming.

GET YOURS NOW

Order your own
postrun polo here.

Follow @postrunbiz on Twitter

Follow @postrunbiz on Instagram

Join the email list for more info

Contact postrunbiz@gmail.com


